Make her feel special. (In other words, lie.)
242 upvotes | 13 April, 2016 | by Archwinger
Women will often whine, ad nauseam, about how men only want sex, men only appreciate them for their
looks, and men never appreciate them for their inner beauty. However, nine times out of ten, the women
who complain about the lack of appreciation for their inner beauty are women who have none.
There was a time when many women weren’t sluts. They would save sex for men that they were truly
interested in marrying, without having fun little casual flings between those guys. They would marry a
good man at a young age, even though they were still pretty and could have played the field a little
longer, had some fun, and met some other guys. They would spend these young, pretty years – the best
years of their life – with the man they chose to marry. They would have his children, care for them
excellently, and spend their days being incredible mothers, lovers, friends, and housemates. These women
were beautiful on the inside.
Most women today just don’t have that special something any more.
Modern women praise promiscuity like it’s a religion. They leap between short-term relationships every
few months, maybe with a few casual encounters between each one. They boldly declare that
“experienced” women who “know what they want” are superior women, while the good girls of days past
are oppressed prudes. They drink and party their youth away, marrying later in life once partying isn’t as
fun as it used to be – which is usually the case due to a drop in popularity that coincides with a drop in
appearance.
They bitch endlessly about how it’s oppressive and sexist that they’re expected to have regular sex with
their husbands. They think that cooking a meal for another human being is beneath them – they actually
brag about not being able to cook. They complain: why should they be the ones who stay home with the
kids while men get to have all the fun working jobs? The ones that do stay home complain: so what if
their husband has a job? Everyone does. If he doesn’t handle his share (or more) of the housework and
child care the moment his ass gets home, he’s a loser. The ones that work complain about their jobs
endlessly, while spending the bulk of their money on daycare, maids, and restaurants since nobody’s
cooking, cleaning, or taking care of the kids. Then, after spending all of their money funding their job,
they complain that their husband doesn’t make enough money.
To a modern woman, the very notion of doing something that doesn’t benefit her, solely to make another
person happy, is ludicrous. Who could possibly be stupid and entitled enough to expect that of her? Of
course, her husband, who works all day to pay the mortgage and buy food when he’d definitely rather
drink beer and pay video games, needs to make her feel beautiful (even though she’s put on 40 pounds),
make her feel special (even though she’s not), and treat her to a slew of flowers and backrubs and date
nights just for a slim chance at grudging missionary sex, that she rolls her eyes about when he suggests it,
as though she’s doing him a huge favor. Unmarried women expect similar treatment from their boyfriends
and prospective fuck-applicants.
Yes, these same women, who drank and partied and fucked their way through their early 20s, can barely
boil water for pasta while the maid cleans the house, think sex with men who actually love them is a
chore, and believe that making other people happy is demeaning (unless it benefits them somehow) –
these are the women that complain that nobody appreciates their inner beauty.
They don’t have any inner beauty.
But try to put yourselves in their mindset for a second. Modern women have spent their entire lives
getting praise just for showing up. Being special just for existing. Believing – truly believing with all of
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their heart – that who they are and what they are like (e.g., the mere fact that they are human and have a
personality) makes them special and valuable.
You can use this. Women are dying for an awesome, confident, powerful man with an awesome body to
lie to them. To pretend they’re special. To pretend they have inner beauty. To pretend to appreciate them.
To touch them. To make them feel sexy and wanted. The very fact that an awesome man is interested in
fucking them and is willing to go through the motions of game and conversation means the world to
them.
They need this validation like you need air. They’re sick of under-confident, scrawny losers giving them
meaningless complements in an effort to buy sex with niceness.Validation is only valuable if it comes
from a confident dude with muscles. A guy who doesn't have to be nice to get what he wants.
Deep down inside, they know you’re lying. They know they suck. They hate themselves. That’s why they
respond so well when you treat them the way they actually deserve. But if you mix that with just the right
amount of feeding their sense of entitlement, you can differentiate yourself from the rest of the assholes
out there. Because if she’s going to cheat on her boyfriend or husband tonight, the most likely dude will
be somebody who “makes me feel special”.
Check out this and other content on The Red Pill’s off-Reddit site. Here’s a link.
Archived from theredarchive.com
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Comments
Il128 • 218 points • 13 April, 2016 03:47 PM [recovered]

A few of us guys were talking in the gym a while ago and one of them asks us if we want to do anything that
night. It's Wednesday and we were all not up for anything. He says, well that sucks it's my wife's girls night out.
One of the guys is a private investigator and he just comes out and says, she's cheating on you. The guy just
looks at him and says, no way she wouldn't do that. The PI says, for $500 I'll video her for five hours tonight.
The guy says that's fine and they work out the deal and her info.
The PI goes to this karaoke bar and starts videoing this married woman. For the first couple of hours it's just her
and her friends drinking for free and brushing off guys.
Then just like that a guy comes over and buys her a drink and sits down with the women. About a half hour later
she takes him out to her Lincoln Navigator and proceeds to blow him and fuck him in the back. Whole thing
took like 15 minutes. She lets him know she can't be seen with him and he leaves.
An hour later another man joins the women at the table and like clockwork about a half hour later she takes him
out to the SUV. This time it takes about a half hour.
She spends the rest of the evening drinking and having a good time with her friends.
She leaves about 2AM and goes home and fucks her husband.
The next day the PI gave him the video and a two page written report on what happened.
He's divorcing her ass. Hell of a way for a 36 year old man to learn AWALT.
[deleted] • 168 points • 13 April, 2016 04:07 PM

[permanently deleted]
Il128 • 76 points • 13 April, 2016 04:14 PM [recovered]

He tried to talk the PI down but PI told him he was already doing it for half the usual price.
The guy whose wife was cheating on him and is getting a divorce hasn't been to the gym in a couple
weeks. Pretty sure he's imploding.
[deleted] • 60 points • 13 April, 2016 04:18 PM*

Not only did he learn his wife is a whore but half his shit is gone. Access to kids too.
Wouldn't surprise me if this guy forgives her and they work it out in counselling. If the dumbass is
blind to wifey banging multiple dudes than coming home to fuck him with cockbreath than he may
believe those crocodile tears and forgive and forget
Clint_Redwood • 65 points • 13 April, 2016 05:03 PM

That sunk cost fallacy tho

God I'm glad I found TRP

ChadThundercockII • 6 points • 14 April, 2016 02:11 AM

He has proof that she cheated on him twice. Doesn't that count for anything in court? If not, thank
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God I live in a 3rd world country.
getbangedchatshit • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 04:29 AM

I don't know much about divorce since I never married but wouldn't video evidence of her
cheating, deny her the right to alimony? She fucked up right. It is her fault that the marriage break
down. Even with a fucked up legal system, they can't possibly ignore this.
[deleted] • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 10:45 AM

Google no fault divorce. I am not attorney who can explain it properly
Il128[ ] • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 05:03 PM

I doubt a woman who would bang three guys within a matter of hours would want to be married.
He'll have to support her and she'll have a baby sitter every other weekend now and she's free to
do whatever she wants.
[deleted] • 29 points • 13 April, 2016 05:13 PM

Fucking hawt douches and wanting to be married are far from mutually exclusive for women.
Thats the way men think.
Il128 • 15 points • 13 April, 2016 05:42 PM [recovered]

Thanks for the eye opener. I was projecting logical man thought on to a woman. Pretty
stupid of me.
[deleted] • 29 points • 13 April, 2016 06:05 PM

Ive railed "committed married angels" ten mins after they called their husbands to say
goodnight to kids.
Zero guilt.
Women think of themselves only
Il128[ ] • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 06:09 PM

I avoid them if I can. I don't swipe chicks who have pictures of men in their
profiles and I look for rings.
I want to get laid, not get in to a fight with a husband or jealous boyfriend.
There are a lot of women who are married or are in relationships on Tinder.
[deleted] • 13 points • 13 April, 2016 06:28 PM

Chances are, she is not willing to loose her beta feeding tube. He will likely
never know that its happening, let alone with whom.

aBitClearer • 46 points • 13 April, 2016 07:41 PM

About a month into my current LTR (about a year ago), my gal asked me if it was okay (a good sign) if she
went out with one of her girlfriends to watch Magic Mike XXL, a movie where Channing Tatum pays a male
stripper destine for his one last great performance. It would be the two women along with some gay friends
of my gf's friend. They would watch the movie and have some drinks afterwards.
But for TRP, I would not have handled this situation the way I did.
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First, I knew this friend regularly went out to clubs (she's in her late 40s) to drink and dance and pick-up on
horny 20 something Indian men (old slut has something for men from India).
Second, I was not invited, although it was perfectly okay that her friend brought others along for the ride
(gay men or not), but evidently not me. Gee, I wonder why??
Third, they were going for drinks afterwards.
Now here's the thing: my gf is a bit naive and that is no act. That is evidenced by the fact that she told me all
the details of what was planned, or conversely, it could have been a shit test to check what kind of minerals I
had, though I think it is the former.
So I asked her, what if the tables were turned, and I was asked by one of my Chad bros to go see a movie
about female strippers with a few of his lesbian gal pals and afterwards, go drinking? Would that raise your
eyebrows??
She said she had not thought of it that way, but would have trusted me. I told her that although I appreciated
her supposed trust, that I was going after something bigger, and that is the types of behavior that one does
when single verses when one is in a LTR. When we commit, we give up the actions that single people do that
would naturally up one's sex number. Of course, I'm talking about actions of men and not of women.
I told her that I hold her accountable to think and act in ways that support the LTR, and that if she decided to
go out with her slut friend, especially in those circumstances, that I would begin to reconsider my
commitment level to her, along with the level of attention I paid her. I feel that was a natural consequence
and she needed to know that.
Now I may have over reached, as I am only aBitClearer. What I liked about my response is that I didn't tell
her she could not go, get upset or clingy, nor did I give her permission to go. I reinforced couple-type
behavior and asserted natural consequences.
She told me that she'd never had a man hold her accountable like that, and that although she had no bad
intent, she understood, liked and respected my position and happily turned down the offer.
The captain/first mate dynamic is very useful to me and that I think that dymanic sums up my actions here.
Il128 • 71 points • 13 April, 2016 07:59 PM [recovered]

"Honey, do you mind if I go watch something that'll get my pussy wet and then go out with a troop of
rabid dick gobblers and get drunk?"
"Love bunny, that doesn't sound appropriate for anyone in a relationship."
"Golly gee wilackers snuggle puss, I'd never thought about that."
AWALT
aBitClearer • 13 points • 13 April, 2016 08:17 PM

That made me laugh out loud! Thanks for the witty summation.
BrodinsOats • 12 points • 13 April, 2016 09:04 PM

Damn, you're even making me tingle, bro. Well handled.
bsutansalt • 11 points • 14 April, 2016 05:34 AM

♂ Good on you for articulating your standards & expectations and what happens if she failed to measure
up. You went about it less than optimally, but then this conversation is rarely ever perfect.
homicide_device • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 06:44 AM
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Could you provide an example of a more optimal way to handle this? (honest question)
bsutansalt • 4 points • 14 April, 2016 12:27 PM*

It should be raised ahead of time, early in the relationship, before an event occurs that causes guys
to be reactive and in damage control mode.
It should not be stated in such a way that it's confrontational, and instead should be something you
arrive at organically. I think a good way to transition to this discussion of standards is in
determining what each person considers cheating.
[deleted] • -1 points • 13 April, 2016 09:41 PM

[permanently deleted]
aBitClearer • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 10:25 PM

Much of what you wrote rings true. A simple "no" would have sufficed and the future implication
you refer to is a fantasy, so thank you for pointing that out. I have a large capacity to deceive myself.
That said, this happened almost a year ago and has never happened again, but if it does, a simple "no"
will do.
What is it you'd have me ask her??
mo_dingo • 3 points • 13 April, 2016 11:52 PM

IMO she was looking for guidance and you gave it to her. We teach the world how we expect to
be treated and you told her exactly what was expected of her, just as you would a child or an
employee. She saw the consequences of her wishes/potential actions, debated the outcome and
decided to respect you.
I know it's hard for some in TRP land to see a woman as being genuinely naive, especially if they
are in contact with nothing but sloots and TRP stories, but not all women represent the worst
examples that are made out to be here on TRP. There is a lot of grey; the world is not black and
white.
But don't lose sight of reality, a woman can flip on you in a heartbeat so never let your guard
down. Don't give them leverage against you; plan for the worst, enable the best and you will be
better off than 99% of the men out there.
Sir_Distic • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 02:33 AM

I disagree. You're better off telling her like you did than saying "no". No means I dare you. What
you said held her accountable.
druganswer • -2 points • 14 April, 2016 11:33 PM [recovered]

Holy fucking insecurity... holy fucking upvotes by other insecure fuckers.
I mean you aren't mentioning where they were planning on going after or anything, but seriously...
Unless they were going to club poundtown I wouldn't have laid it all out over some old bitches going out
to do old bitch stuff with some gay dudes. If your girl was going to go suck and fuck Chad that evening
she is going to do it another day.
Trust me I had an argument where I was on the other side of the fence with a similar situation but details
slightly changed but movie and drinks is pretty innocuous. Why even be in an LTR if you're that
worried?
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aBitClearer • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 05:29 AM*

Drugs aren't the answer(a message to your username), and although I felt somewhat insecure, I
maintain that I handled this situation better due to TRP than I would have had otherwise. The red pill
takes time.
Archwinger[S] • 91 points • 13 April, 2016 03:49 PM

To a modern woman, a free drink and "the look" from a hot guy at a bar is worth 1000 times everything her
boring husband has ever done for her.
mehdreamer • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 08:03 AM

These girls 'night are terrible..and the women unleash their sluttiest part.
What would be the best approach if a LTR/wife informs you that she's going to such events?
rp_valiant • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 10:40 AM

TheRedPill/comments/4elzth/make_her_feel_special_in_other_words_lie/d21kwu5
IASGame • 2 points • 15 April, 2016 04:55 PM

Covered by Rollo:
https://therationalmale.com/2012/08/27/girls-night-out/comment-page-2/
Dronitto • 22 points • 13 April, 2016 05:38 PM

hole thing took like 15 minutes.
aaaaand im back in the anger phase fuck, you can be the best you can for yourself and for others but it still a
drink and 10 minutes for her lol sucks ass
jimjam80 • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 03:07 AM [recovered]

Right? This is almost incomprehensible to me. Two different men? In her own car? It would be one thing
if a guy talked her into fucking him in HIS car. But twice in one night, both in her car, means that SHE is
the one who suggested it (or teed it up for him to suggest it . . . same thing). How many times has she
done this? Certainly hundreds, probably 500 if you extrapolate (say she does this every two weeks on
average, so once a week since two in one night . . . 52 men per year for 10 years). You figure sometimes
she goes a month, on vacation she does 5 in one day. Gangbangs. 520 cocks, easy.
I'm curious how many times I've been cheated on unbeknownst to me. Certainly not the "zero times" I
used to think.
bsutansalt • 6 points • 14 April, 2016 06:02 AM

Devil's Advocate: His post could be a case of "that happened".
redwithahintofred • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 11:42 AM

Yea this post got me too. Time to burn that fuel bro
One_friendship_plz • 19 points • 13 April, 2016 07:52 PM

We need a TRP service where when someone finds a oneitis, he can pay a high quality Alpha to see if he can
steal her from him.
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I mean we all know the outcome in 99% scenario's but if I had an Alpha friend I'd want him to try fuck a girl
I considered having a serious relationship with. Have him tell me if he pulls it off.
ThrowingMyslfOutther • 9 points • 13 April, 2016 11:38 PM

You have to pay extra for him to actually not fuck her, lol
bsutansalt • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 06:04 AM

You just (somewhat) described the plot of My Best Friend's Girl. The first 10 minutes of which is
outstanding I might add. Definitely worth the watch. The film devolves into your stereotypical tropes by
the end though. (bad boy alpha reforms for the protagonist female lead)
Meat-on-the-table • 46 points • 13 April, 2016 04:29 PM

This brings up a rule of thumb of mine:avoid women who do things that are traditionally associated with
male behaviour.
If a group of guys go out to a bar where singles frequent, chances are they are looking to get laid. It's a
simple action meant to get one result. If a woman does it, best believe she has a similar agenda in mind.
I don't consider women who party, drink, go out, have "girls nights out" to be worth a second look in terms
of relationships. It's not a perfect metric, but it's certainly better than the alternative.
EnlightenedViking • 14 points • 13 April, 2016 05:43 PM

This makes me want to be a PI...you could learn so much just observing
[deleted] • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 10:01 PM

There are zero Blue pill dreamer PIs
cheeky_throwaway101 • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 08:01 PM

I actually wouldn't mind being one. Seems like a pretty interesting job. After a few years mind you , you
wouldn't trust anyone.
EnlightenedViking • 26 points • 13 April, 2016 09:09 PM

Please see the following list I have compiled of individuals that I trust.
-My Dog
aanarchist • 10 points • 13 April, 2016 09:28 PM

i was half expecting the joke to end with the pi sending the guy a video of him fucking the guys wife with a
thumbs up sign and a goteem caption.
yaysmr • 22 points • 13 April, 2016 04:28 PM*

Jesus Fuck. Can't trust your wife to go out with her friends? These friends who know she is married? The PI
has seen it dozens, hundreds of times evidently, or else he wouldn't call it out on the spot like that.
Dread game needs to be a constant factor, apparently. Only other option is keeping her indoors at night or
sending out a trusted male chaperone for constant supervision.
Overkillengine • 26 points • 13 April, 2016 04:35 PM

These friends who know she is married?
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They cover for her so that she'll cover for them.
Just another reason to go for a younger woman and maintain a higher SMV. (and don't get married)
You get there before they've had a lot of mutually assured destruction pacts in place as well as provide
constant incentive for them to betray one another to get in your good graces.
aBitClearer • 14 points • 13 April, 2016 06:47 PM

They cover for her so that she'll cover for them.
When my ex-wife began to cheat on me, it took planning, and that took a cell phone that was not an
add-on to my phone, so one day, one of her besties used her own credit card to get my ex a new cell
phone. But this fat cow friend would not be a good wing woman to attract men at dance clubs and
bars, so another good-looking and slender bestie stepped-in to cover for her while they were out.
I saw both of these women many many times throughout my ex's affair and of course they never let
on that anything wrong was going on. Adding insult to injury, during this time, I even loaned $600 to
the land whale to get a third trimester abortion fathered by a man she cheating with during her own
marriage!! And the cow never paid me back!
Oh those were the BB days;)
yaysmr • 9 points • 13 April, 2016 07:09 PM

I even loaned $600 to the land whale to get a third trimester abortion fathered by a man she
cheating with during her own marriage!! And the cow never paid me back!
Wow. I mean, is there a word that goes beyond 'shameless' because that right there is what I
would call her behavior.
Geleemann • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 08:42 PM

"Only other option is keeping her indoors at night or sending out a trusted male chaperone for constant
supervision"
I wouldn't even bother with that. Why would I keep a leash on a whore, still a whore, she just hasn't
whored around yet
bsutansalt • 7 points • 14 April, 2016 06:06 AM*

Generally speaking, girls' nights out often end in drama of one variety or another when drinking is
involved, especially when you're mixing women who are in relationships with those who are not. This is
especially true if any of the women are still on the cock carousel.
And by drama I don't necessarily mean outright cheating. Them just being hit on by strange men all night
is enough to inflate their ego, which causes all sorts of issues long-term when it comes to a woman's
satisfaction with her LTR.
I don't know why guys don't realize this, but...

Virtually every ladies night is a bachelorette party
...albeit usually not to the same degree. Point being, all the same dynamics are in play. They're just
(usually) downplayed/subdued, but not always. The tempting and prodding by the single friends, the
flirting with strange men, it's all right there hiding under the surface just waiting to percolate to the top.
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One_friendship_plz • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 07:54 PM

That's too beta to put that much effort into her though. I mean dread game isn't effort, but dread game for
the sake of keeping her is too much work.
Just try to befriend the most alpha you guy see and tell him to try to fuck your wife and if he does it, to
let you know.
yaysmr • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 08:31 PM

Dread game is just the subtle but clear demonstration that you have options and can walk away if you
choose.
You can do that by just doing your normal routine of getting into/staying in shape, keeping your
finances in order, and keep up a social life outside of her. Things you should be doing anyway.
And that simply means that if she DOES cheat, you can and DO walk away. If you've gone so far as
to actually marry the girl (against all advice) you may as well try and keep her in line.
NiceKicksGabe • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 08:51 PM

Yup. Ex gf of mine used to go out with her friends every 2 months or so. Would be texting me the entire
time with a play by play.
[deleted] • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 03:44 PM

the worst part? Ask ultmatecad, he's been there in the room while his plates were calling their
husbands.
it's one of those things you just have to accept may happen, and trust your ability to have self respect
and walk away if it comes to it.
Worst case scenario for me? I end up in the dark about something for a while until I discover
infidelity, then act accordingly. I have a plan in place if that were the case, and trust that I bring
enough to the table for a woman I've vetted well enough to never have to use it
Luckyluke23 • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 03:58 AM

well at least she fucked him after right?
but i kind of knew what was going on when he said "girls night out"
yizolo • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 02:48 PM

Last married girl I was with told her husband she was going the mall with a friend, and her friend covered for
her.
unicorn-carousel • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 06:59 PM

Holy fuck. That could have also turned into a joke where the PI gymbruh fucked her (recently re-watched
Clerks, "try not to suck any dick on your way to the parking lot").
bsutansalt • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 05:30 AM

What state/city is the PI located? Some of the guys here might need that kind of service.
ElektroShokk • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 02:10 AM

How did the PI know so fast?
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hesalop • -3 points • 14 April, 2016 12:52 AM

Haha this girl is a boss; got laid 3 times in one night!
savoryprunes • 4 points • 14 April, 2016 06:30 PM

Is this sarcasm? If not, you should know that getting laid for an attractive woman is as easy as walking
and chewing gum. There is nothing impressive about it.
hesalop • 4 points • 14 April, 2016 07:22 PM

This actually wasn't sarcasm; perhaps I should have been clearer. From a reproductive standpoint,
she's able to choose the best genes from 3 different pools, maximizing her chances of producing
healthy offspring. On top of that, she has a long-term partner who will provision for them. Doing all
of this covertly prevents her from being labelled a slut and maximizes the number of sexual partners
she's able to associate with.
By the feminine imperative's standards, this woman is killing it and is the equivalent of an alpha
male.
savoryprunes • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 07:36 PM

Good point. This explanation is a much better contribution to the sub than the comment that
preceded it. Next time, don't wait for someone like me to pull it out of you.
hesalop • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 08:05 PM

Hehe, sometimes I have a bad habit of typing without thinking :) Cheers!

yaysmr • 31 points • 13 April, 2016 04:09 PM*

There was a time when many women weren’t sluts. They would save sex for men that they were truly
interested in marrying, without having fun little casual flings between those guys. They would marry a good
man at a young age, even though they were still pretty and could have played the field a little longer, had
some fun, and met some other guys. They would spend these young, pretty years – the best years of their life
– with the man they chose to marry. They would have his children, care for them excellently, and spend their
days being incredible mothers, lovers, friends, and housemates. These women were beautiful on the inside.
There was a time when women had socioeconomic and cultural restraints (shaming, familial expectations, the
need for a male to support them) and actual external forces disciplining them.
It is probably not the case that they were all that different psychologically. I bet they had many of the same
thoughts and desires, but were constrained from acting on them.

But holy shit is it true that they need validation. And the funniest bit is that it is the ones who brag about their
independence and self-confidence who seem to need it the most. Its like they cannot take pride from their own
achievement, the need somebody to externally confirm that they did something worthwhile or it doesn't count.
Current chick I'm working on loves to brag on her intelligence (which, to be fair, she is smart as a whip) and
standards, but in our conversations she is consistently questioning me about my thoughts on her. I told her that
she is the most fun I've had in years, and shes asks "what makes me fun?"
Like if someone doesn't say it to her, she doesn't believe it of herself.
Archwinger[S] • 46 points • 13 April, 2016 04:17 PM
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Women are herd animals. They don't have good judgment. They're terrible judges of character, make terrible
decisions how to spend their time, and generally founder about helplessly without guidance.
Approval of the herd is how they keep their lives on track. If their entire Facebook circle and all of their
friends think a guy is cute, a certain pair of boots is fashionable, or a particular course of action is a good
one, that's how they make their decision. Women don't know what the fuck to do without the opinions of
others.
Pillredpopper • 13 points • 13 April, 2016 04:26 PM

So true, a female I know once got married for no other fact than her friends were all in thier BB finding
phase and kept pushing her into it. She got married after 3 months and got knocked up immediately, and
was miserable. The herd opinion won out over her own decisions. These same female friends no doubt
will be the same ones who convince her to divorce the guy a few years down the road as they all start
divorcing thier husbands, collect free resources and hop back on the carousel. It was so eye opening.
[deleted] • 8 points • 13 April, 2016 05:53 PM

It's for this reason that it's important to observe a woman's family to understand her decision making
processes, especially young women.
I've seen two women in the past 3 years who "forgot" to take the pill and just happened to get pregnant
right after their older sister's had kids. They see the attention and drama that children bring into their
older sisters lives and all of sudden having children themselves becomes a good idea.
Remember, no gloving, no loving. Redundant forms of birth control.
[deleted] • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 03:47 PM

askmrp has a guy who was directed there from asktrp who is exactly this
28 years old virgin, married 30 year old who got pregant shortly after, then sex dropped off
immediately
[deleted] • 6 points • 13 April, 2016 07:11 PM

In the words of Oscar Wilde:
"But good women have such limited views of life, their horizon is so small, their interests so petty."
Entropy-7 • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 02:35 AM

Good insights. . .from a fag.
[deleted] • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 10:07 AM

Often, they have the clearest access among men to women's true nature; after all, they're just "one
of the girls" and women aren't so preoccupied with the facade of feminine virtue in their presence.
Entropy-7 • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 12:13 AM

Lol: ya like the "gay friend" meme from Big Bang Theory.
Clint_Redwood • 7 points • 14 April, 2016 01:44 AM

They don't have good judgment. They're terrible judges of character,
I had two girls try and convince me that one of my good friends who is a Templar white knight was
behind some conniving plot where he ratted out one of the chicks for fucking some dude when she's been
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with one of my other friends for over 6 years.
Yes, she cheated, got caught and somehow they rationalized my Templar friend, a guy that has literally
stopped a girl mid blowjob because it wasn't right, of a plot to rat her out so that he could have a shot at
fucking her. With absolutely zero evidence to this claim, but they were fucking convinced he did it.
Bitch, your pussy ain't that special.
My friends a white knight but he actually slays pussy. A natural extrovert and spits mad game because he
grew up in bars and clubs. If he wanted it, he wouldn't need to rat her out anyways, she'll fuck anyone
and everyone knows it. I can't say that though.
It's like they live on a different fucking plane of existence and phase in and out of reality. The power
women have today compared to their lack maturity truly fucking scares me. From that day I stopped
trusting any woman till I thoroughly vet them and even then is still a loaded gun in our society.
Oh and i didn't even get to the best part. The chick he stopped mid blowjob was one of the other fucking
chick. She had first hand experience of how stand up of a guy he is and still came to this conclusion.
Fucking blows my mind to think about it.
Il128[ ] • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 04:29 PM

Yep. Women have no thoughts or opinions of their own and they get lost without a man to give them
their thoughts and opinions.
That's right a man. Other women can influence their thoughts and opinions but what they all really crave
is the validation of a man.
[deleted] • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 05:46 PM

There was a time when women had socioeconomic and cultural restraints (shaming, familial
expectations, the need for a male to support them) and actual external forces disciplining them.
I was going to post something like this too. It's not that 50 years ago women were better than they are today,
it's that 50 years ago social constructs kept them on their best behavior. Feminism could be defined by the
abolition of these constructs and the unbridled nature of women is thus revealed.
AWALT, not just all women alive today but all women at all time throughout history. The men who created
and enforced these social constructs in the past knew the nature of women well enough to know that women
being left to their own devices was a recipe for disaster for both sexes. Now, thanks to feminism we're
learning that lesson first hand. Perhaps this time we won't forget it so easily.
[deleted] • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 03:45 PM

It's always been like that. Check out the rise in illegal abortions and bastard children around the end of the
2nd WW.
The greatest generation had the same problem
[deleted] • 60 points • 13 April, 2016 03:57 PM*

My wife has never been happier since I discovered TRP, raised my game, and communicated that her
relationship with me is dependent on my satisfaction with her as a partner. She had incorrectly assumed I was
eternally going to put up with whatever she felt like giving.
TRP creates happy women. The shitty wives OP described above all suck because there was no man telling her
what to do and holding her accountable
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Leave kids to themselves and they eat candy and watch TV all day. Same with women, except when they
misbehave, they fuck and suck strange guys they meet at karoke bars in SUVs (that you pay for) and let the
house go to shit
[deleted] • 15 points • 13 April, 2016 07:53 PM

They fuck and suck strangers anyways though. Sometimes they cheat with the beta pool boy for cheap thrills.
[deleted] • 25 points • 13 April, 2016 08:08 PM

+1
There is no locking pussy down. All a man can do is prevent her disloyalty from causing any damage
RedSovereign[M] • 9 points • 13 April, 2016 10:10 PM

Granted.
[deleted] • 16 points • 13 April, 2016 08:19 PM

I assume you found trp after you were married.
I see a lot of dudes on the sub who think if they're the most alpha fucker in the world, their woman
won't cheat. SHE WILL STILL CHEAT THEY ALL CHEAT. Its their biological programming. Just
like they think that women who were raised tradcon withstrong alpha fathers will be less slutty. Nah,
they're still sluts. The girl who you think is LTR worthy still goes out and parties, hooks up, travels
and fucks foreign strange. Woman = whore 99.5% of the time.
[deleted] • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 08:40 PM

You are correct
[deleted] • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 10:13 PM

What does the little Red one next to my name mean?
& thank you. How are you comfy with your marriage though knowing she's most likely a
cheating whore?
[deleted] • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 01:07 AM

Its a point. Let's the community know you may have insightful things to say.
Marriage before TRP means that now I live at threatpoint. I stand to lose half my shit and
access to my children. With TRP, I make the best of a losing hand.
[deleted] • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 03:50 PM

better than that other guy who is unplugging at MRP. He's such a jerk to the married
mods. :)
[deleted] • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 09:12 PM

Especially the ones who are jerking themselves off saying they would marry again
given the opportunity....
They cant face that they could have had the same girl with half the risk. That
would be admitted stupidity.
Even worse, they bucket crab unmarried men with their bluepill, ego protection
fantasy
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[deleted] • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 10:14 PM

Lol, it's only the 2. I will say this, the correlation between those who haven't
read the sidebar material, and those who have, runs parallel to whether you'd do
it again or not..
I'm not sure which book or link in particular flips the switch in peoples heads,
but by not reading it, you'll get posts like the one you mention.
Hell, I'm living proof you're 100% correct. Redpillschool and I are literally
doing that: Same girl, half the risk
And I'd do it again

[deleted] • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 01:18 AM

I assume you gave me this? Thank you.
& true. Do you ever want to just get it over with and divorce her or do you just want to
keep the show going for as long as you possibly can, to keep from getting divorced
raped etc?
Do you spin plates?
threethousandedge • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 05:43 PM

Today I really needed to read that.
[deleted] • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 06:31 PM

So what you are saying is that women want an Alpha at home... huh go figure.
NeoreactionSafe • 16 points • 13 April, 2016 07:00 PM

You have to be clear you are just flattering her... Amused Mastery type dialog.
If you literally say she is awesome than she will mark you down as a foolish beta with Disney fantasies.
But women do like the flattery... even when it's known to be a lie.

superduper15 • 12 points • 13 April, 2016 04:58 PM

It's funny because in the mind of a woman, truth is dependent on context vs the actual, verifiable truth...so by
making them feel like that special snowflake despite reality you're really doing them a favor. Win-win
Archwinger[S] • 15 points • 13 April, 2016 05:04 PM

Exactly.
"If I feel a certain way, that thing is true. If you start explaining things to me a different way using logic and
reason, that's just worthless man-splaining. You're being arrogant and mean and talking down to me and
trying to trick me when I already know what's right because I feel it."
aBitClearer • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 04:43 PM

If you start explaining things to me a different way using logic and reason, that's just worthless mansplaining. You're being arrogant and mean
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My gal's been acting bratty lately, so I had a talk with her. After glancing out my kitchen window for a
moment, I turned to meet her "I'm totally pissed-off at you right now" look, and I said, "Wow, you look
really pissed".
She said, "Yes, I am really pissed. It's like all you're saying is 'It's ME-ME-ME-ME-MY FAULT!'",
never acknowledging her brattiness, and I let it go. She's on the rag after all.
That said, she blew me twice that night and I made her choak on my seed both times. Actions speak
louder than words.
MRPguy • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 06:05 PM

Bingo! Solipsism. The world is something that women experience. They believe it happens to them. As a
man we know that we get what we give and we are responsible for our happiness. It must be frustrating to
live as a woman—probably as frustrating as living as a blue pill schlub.
IGoYouStayTwoAutumns • 8 points • 13 April, 2016 07:41 PM

As NEIL STRAUSS wrote in THE GAME: "It's not lying, it's flirting."
[deleted] • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 06:49 PM

I would imagine that a PI would have a hard time NOT being RP.
After all, they spend most of their time investigating infidelity (or so I have heard) and in every case you're
either dealing with (A) a woman fucking around behind a married man's back, or (B) a woman fucking a man
she most likely knows is married, if he's the adulterous party.
How often do you hear of men seeking out and latching onto married people the way that women do? If a man
fucks a married woman, it's typically because he wants to fuck, period, and he'll keep it to himself. If a woman
fucks a married man, in many cases, she wants to wreck his family and have him for herself (until it becomes a
reality anyhow).
And private investigators have a front row seat to it all.
iamz3ro • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 10:26 PM

They know they suck. They hate themselves.
This. Imagine. Imagine if women, loved themselves. Not the BS superficial love, but "LOVED" themselves. I'm
pretty sure that's what women 30 years ago did. They had confidence in themselves. They loved themselves and
accepted themselves. The result? No need for external validation, it came from within. You would find women
would be "happier" overall which would result in less of the bullshit you see today.
And, gentlemen, this goes for you to. You need to accept and love yourself. Only then will you have the ability
to operate in this world fluidly, that is; without need for external validation.
runr6 • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 02:29 AM

Think you hit the nail on the head here. Modern day feminism and sjw mentality tries to make men feel
guilty -just for being born.
gotta say, since discovering TRP, I'm proud and honored to be a man.
Feminism has shaped betas into slaves who ,for the slight chance of sex, will fight against their own
biological design, just for female validation. They think this is what women want, whereas, they have just
walked into a woman's spider web that feeds her very ego.
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ThrowingMyslfOutther • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 11:49 PM

I'll pass. This isn't red pill marriage. Every bitch I lie to, I'm doing a disservice to you guys. They need to know
they are replaceable and basically worthless beyond sex to a guy. And that goes doubly for post wall women. I
don't like negging, per se, but a post wall woman needs to be reminded frequently to combat the lies that op
wants to tell.
And especially every girl over 36, I let know that I can get one half her age, the second she acts immature. And
if she shows any doubt, I open the well-of-thirst that is tinder and show the dozens of hits I've gotten AFTER
her, many still with dots beside them.
I love fading smiles, show a 30+ what the 18, 19 and 20 somethings look like on Tinder with tight tan skin and
healthy and happy looking. Priceless.
PantsonFire1234 • 3 points • 13 April, 2016 10:55 PM*

They would have his children, care for them excellently, and spend their days being incredible mothers,
lovers, friends, and housemates. These women were beautiful on the inside.
Lets not glorify the past. They were decent women. Not western trash like nowadays.
What cracks me up is their absolute ruinous nature. They know that their actions are destroying themselves, the
relationship, the family and western society as a whole- but they just don't give a fuck. We couldn't have wished
for a clearer green light to act as we please.
bsutansalt • 3 points • 14 April, 2016 05:22 AM*

There was a time when many women weren’t sluts. They would save sex for men that they were truly
interested in marrying, without having fun little casual flings between those guys. They would marry a good
man at a young age, even though they were still pretty and could have played the field a little longer, had
some fun, and met some other guys. They would spend these young, pretty years – the best years of their life
– with the man they chose to marry. They would have his children, care for them excellently, and spend their
days being incredible mothers, lovers, friends, and housemates. These women were beautiful on the inside.
And on that note...
https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/the-corruption-of-the-american-woman/
We'll overlook the subtle racist digs in the article and focus on what is relevant, which is the fact in 3 short years
she goes from wholesome girl next door (that most guys would be over the moon to marry) to full on skankitude,
likely with the psychosis and inflated ego to go alone with it. THIS is what feminism has wrought on Western
women and is what's driving the sexodus. Women have devalued themselves with high partner counts, obesity,
and so on, all the while pricing themselves out of the market with the damage their predecessors have done via
divorce/family courts.
benuntu • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 05:36 PM

Heaping compliments and praise is the exact opposite of what works for me. Doing that enforces a woman's idea
that I'm her beta "feels" provider. Or it sparks her attachment and desire for an LTR. So if she wears something
sexy, I tell her it looks sexy. If she is killing it at work or in the gym and it shows, I tell her that too.
And when she isn't doing anything in particular that impresses me, there are no compliments. And guess what?
She works harder to get those compliments, without me having to encourage her. It's an honest exchange, which
I prefer, because then I don't have to maintain a facade of fake compliments. You get what you earn!
thewrightstuff88 • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 05:39 PM
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I had to read and then re-read this post to get a better sense of what you are trying to convey. Here, at a quick
glance, it looks as if you you are saying to treat women as special.
However, at second glance, I see you focus on treating her special based on her LOOKS vs. her INNER
BEAUTY.
Differentiating validation between her looks and inner beauty utilized two different sets of approaches, however
I personally believe that the looks aspect will win out vs. inner beauty in the short term, with inner beauty being
utilized later on as your relationship with the plate/SO develops and she throws more comfort/shit tests your
way.
Think back to the rule, "be attractive, don't be attractive." You can walk into a bar and see an attractive woman
all the way across and you don't even have to say a word and your eyes can lock and it's game on.
Body language, conveying interest COVERTLY is how women mostly operate, and is a form of validation in
itself. They spend hours doing making, picking that outfit for that night out and then hate when you say
something about their looks. They know what's up, however you have to convey interest the right way, in a
dominant, masculine manner, non overt (for the most part). Eye contact, body language, aggressive/dominant
physical interaction that conveys sexual intent. This is why you don't see a guy, even a man who is high SMV
(even though his odds are higher), have success go up to a woman and say "you're hot" or something akin to that.
It generally screams low value since you are overtly stating your interest.
You must convey these things covertly, using your eyes to undress her while she watches back, having her sense
that across the bar. Of course, keep in mind that her initial interest is key. Not taking care of your self, your
looks, your general body language will not help you here. But, it is in this covert manner which she will feel
"special."
Women want to be slutty, but not in front of the "herd."
Where the inner beauty aspect may come into play more is when she becomes more aware of her own
insecurities, when she thinks you see her as nothing more than a fuck toy and she wants more (i.e. commitment).
Sure, you can address it if it is a comfort test. If she shit tests too much and isn't getting in line, apply dread. She
is with you because she deems your SMV to be higher than hers. Use her emotions against her to fear loss of
you. If she still doesn't budge, next her.
In the end, as you've said, she doesn't have inner beauty, it's just another shit test and if you cave, you'll be seen
as less in her eyes.
FrameWalker • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 06:13 PM

you’re lying. They know they suck. They hate themselves. That’s why they respond so well when you treat
them the way they actually deserve.
The essence of dirty talk. The dirty words work so well because they cathartically shame her ovaries.
Popeman79 • 6 points • 13 April, 2016 03:36 PM

I agree they seek validation but I don't think lying is the way to go. As you say they know deep inside what they
are worth, and a man who needs to lie to get sex isn't such an alpha after all.
Instead, reward sincerely their good behaviours. If she says something smart, validate it. If she's funny, laugh
wholeheartedly. If she drops to her knees to suck you without a fight, show appreciation.
Physically, look for real traits that you like in her. She must have some, otherwise you wouldn't get hard for her.
Maybe it's her skin, maybe the way she walks and carries herself gracefully, maybe it's the shape of her boobs,
maybe it's the cute fold on her lips. Tell her, compliment her sincerely.
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At the same time, whenever she does something bad or stupid, don't hesitate to make it known and direct your
attention to something else.
Archwinger[S] • 23 points • 13 April, 2016 03:46 PM

Ultimately, no particular woman is all that unique or special. They're all replaceable. No matter what set of
traits you're currently staring at, there's another woman out there who's better than this one in every way.
But men are horny, thirsty animals. So no matter the woman, she's going to have men willing to fuck her.
So you need to make her feel like she's won the lottery. You need to be muscular and confident, AND you
need to make her think you're actually interested. Even though she's just another girl and isn't all that special.
I suppose the 100% theoretical ideal is that you're so awesome and such a badass that your dick is all the
validation she'll ever need, but since most men fall well short of the theoretical ideal, it pays to pretend a
little bit for her sake. That doesn't mean you don't enforce boundaries or encourage good behavior. But you
have to pretend a little bit. Simply being awesome and willing to fuck her isn't enough validation for most
girls.
[deleted] • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 06:38 PM*

Boys on here are kind of focused on the lying part... like its bad to lie.
It isn't, and it doesn't say anything about a man's worth if he lies for a direct specific goal.
Same goes for omission of the truth. Same goes for carefully chosen statements that are *technically true,
but you know that what is heard if not what was said.
Women will often literally tell you what they want to hear, or how they want to feel in conversation. So
why not give them that high... especially is she did something you enjoy recently.
Popeman79 • 3 points • 13 April, 2016 04:00 PM*

I don't see how we are irreconciliable. You can still provide her with great validation without having to
resort to lies.
Also, if you provide too much validation and actually make her feel special, you invert the power
dynamics of the interaction. Now she feels you should be chasing her. Actually, your whole post is based
on this premise, which I believe is wrong.
My way to go:
1. establish your awesomeness early on (you're good-looking, you dominate socially, etc.)
2. show her you are interested with a few genuine compliments on things you actually like in her. If
you fake it she'll feel it. If you're sincere she thinks that maybe she'll be special enough for you.
3. now she's the one chasing you
I haven't lied to a girl in years. If I don't wanna provide some information I just don't. To lie is weak in
my opinion.
VeganRedPill • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 08:35 PM

Women have no problem allowing doctors to mutilate male genitals at birth. They don't have an issue
sexually assaulting their sons (spanking). Divorce rape, false accusations, extreme taxation,
affirmative consent, voting without conscription, etc...women have absolutely no problem fucking
you over. Save your empathy and kindness for people who can at least PRETEND to give a fuck
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about you, or be a beta bitch slave to people who abuse your kindness
Popeman79 • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 08:43 PM

I have zero sympathy for women in general. As a gender they're evil. As individuals, well some
are good ones if they've been raised properly. Just because some girls divorce-rape unsuspecting
innocent guys, are you gonna rape unsuspecting innocent girls? I don't think so.
But that's beside the point. I'm against lying simply because I consider myself better than that.
When I know lying or faking is not an option, it pushes me to change everything in my life I'm
ashamed of, and it makes me improve.
ItsTheHomeWrecker • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 04:25 PM*

deleted

What

is

this?

Popeman79 • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 06:28 PM

Yeah clearly it's hard no to omit things. But I'm not actively trying to convince her I have more
money, or that I'll love her, or that I have more status.
If I have to tell it, I tell it like it is. It makes me happy to know that it's enough to bed women.
ItsTheHomeWrecker • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 07:00 PM*

deleted

What

is

this?

KM31548 • 2 points • 14 April, 2016 01:57 AM

Seems like your doing well, How'd you get your game on lockdown? Currently about to finish Mark
Manson's Models.
Popeman79 • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 01:14 PM

Yep, doing much better now. I used to suck at girls, and am a natural introvert. I decided to
change that and studied PUA. It was good to see that some techniques would work, but I still
couldn't really grasp why they worked, until I found TRP.
To me the key is really understanding social dynamics. Not only in relation to girls, but for
instance how befriend a whole group, lead a conversation, etc. After that you just lift and it's all
good.
Heard the Manson book is good!
[deleted] • 18 points • 13 April, 2016 03:51 PM

[permanently deleted]
Il128 • 11 points • 13 April, 2016 03:59 PM [recovered]

Every time I go out on a Tinder pump and dump the guy she's meeting is a total fiction.
I don't use my real name or tell her my actual job Hell even my cellphone number is a disposable.
Women lie all the time. Why treat them any better than they'd treat you?
Popeman79 • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 04:04 PM

Women lie all the time. Why treat them any better than they'd treat you?
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Women lie because they are kids and lack the capacity to improve and create value for themselves, so
they have to fake it. We are men and we have this capacity. We can either fake it too, or improve.
That's why.
Edit: edited for more clarity
Il128 • 0 points • 13 April, 2016 04:06 PM [recovered]

I don't agree with the whole we are better than them straw man.
Popeman79 • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 06:33 PM

Except we ARE better. Not from a moral standpoint (you're right, TRP has nothing to do with
morals), but just because we are superior and are bound to lead.
There is a reason we treat men as adults, and women as the most responsible teenager in the
house. There is a reason we are meant to be captains and they are great first mates.
If not, redpillers will be bunch of guys injecting synthol instead of working out, parading with
fake rental cars pretending to be hollywood producers. Instead of, you know, actually being
awesome and getting laid for it.
okg8869 • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 04:14 PM

You should put a post on this. Granted I'm against lieing, but as long as it doesn't cause anyone harm,
and its on an app like Tinder, then who cares.
My Tinder game could be much improved with some real life examples, so if you have the time
please share. At this point I am either going to hard, or taking to long, still trying to hone in on how to
not waste my time and not push potentials away too quickly.
[deleted] • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 08:22 PM

[permanently deleted]
maxescapist • -1 points • 13 April, 2016 10:24 PM

I get what you mean. In a hedonistic society it's perfectly possible to lie, feel good and
continue the pump and dump. But if the Christian God exists, boy you're in trouble. I see the
ten commandments as RedPill as it can get. Men where very RedPill back then anyway. It
worked.
[deleted] • 0 points • 13 April, 2016 11:23 PM

[permanently deleted]
maxescapist • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 10:35 AM*

Than you haven't read the Old Testament! And women were certainly valued, as long
as they behaved in a decent (RP) way. It's women who need social constraints, let
them loose and you'll end up with the stories in this thread.
Zero chance? Interesting how you, as a human, part of that possible creation, with
severely limited mental capabilities come to that conclusion. I'm not completely sure,
but there is too much order. Everything is dependent on each other while also
following the law of entropy . The cause of that must be found in or outside our little
circle of existence. It has to be outside our existence to have started it for lots of
different reasons. There are cosmological arguments for that. The chance of a protein
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molecule forming through natural selection is one in trillions and trillions. But that's
not what we're talking about. I just found it very strange you came to the conclusion
there's 0 chance. A very...determined conclusion. I've been there every now and then.
I'm living TRP life because it works, not because I love being immoral. It's borderline
against what the Bible teaches at some points, but most of all gives me more succes
with women. I hate it, but that's the bitter reality. It works. It opened my eyes. So this
is how the world really is, this is how women really are.
[deleted] • 1 points • 14 April, 2016 02:50 PM

[permanently deleted]
maxescapist • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 03:07 PM

I sort of agree with everything you say. It's interesting how we embrace our
"sinful nature". Why did God made us this way, and allow us to be born in sin,
and allowing Satan to tempt which he knew would result in this? The only
conclusion I can make of it all is that life is suffering. Embrace it and use TRP
to have some moments of happiness but the hedonic treadmill applies here too.
God sounds like a sadistic God, but I dont want him to be. I still don't believe
he is. The old testament was a lot about obedience. And rightfully so when you
look at it. How can we, created by him, judge him or go against his ways? We
have no right to, but it's in our sinful nature to do so. Oh theosophy...

Il128[ ] • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 04:21 PM

There is a post already in the sub from a while ago. It has some of the best advice I've ever seen.
One of my takeaways was the shitless bathing suit and holding a puppy profile picture. It's
amazing good at getting responses. Also in that thread I detail how I do what I do.
okg8869 • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 04:32 PM

Any chance you have it off hand, or remember who submitted it? I am looking for it now
Il128[ ] • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 04:56 PM

TheRedPill/comments/48n3ik/you_guys_suck_at_tinder/
[deleted] • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 07:17 PM

I don't think what he's saying is so much "shaming tactics" as saying that there is a distinct difference in
the caliber of man that needs to resort to lying to make a woman desire him and one that does not.
Perhaps not from an "alpha/beta" standpoint, but certainly from a strength of character perspective
(though that is admittedly subjective), for most.
In reference to the comments you made lower in this string about "pretending":
I am going to conceal my future vasectomy.
I am going to conceal my finances.
I am going to conceal my weaknesses.
None of these are lies (unless you state the contrary to them); rather, they are examples of information
you intend to keep private. No woman has any business knowing those details, because it's none of their
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damn business unless you make it so.
"Making it" and not having to lie is to say that anything you care to share will be attractive and you won't
need to conceal your true estimation of women, but rather selectively disperse it to her in such a way that
it draws her to you.
Popeman79 • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 04:03 PM

I disagree. The whole point of TRP is 'fake it til you make it'.
But the end game remains to 'make it', to be naturally awesome without having to pretend.
[deleted] • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 04:13 PM

[permanently deleted]
Popeman79 • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 06:36 PM

Yeah yeah, to you and everybody below. This not 'the point' of the red pill, I wrote that fast. We
all agree it's amroal sexual strategy.
You still don't address my main idea, which is to focus on making it instead of learning to fake it
better.
Diarrhea_Van_Frank • 4 points • 13 April, 2016 06:16 PM

I disagree. TRP doesn't have a "point." It's a utility, not a religion or even a goal. Take what you need
from it. Take what works for you and leave the rest if you don't have use for it.
[deleted] • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 08:11 PM

What kind of moral faggot shit is this? Fuck her, plate her or dump her. Next. They are not honest, so we
don't have to be, even if we'remen. This iisjust like the redpillers who say men shouldn't cheat just because
women do, were better than that. Uh, what?
Metalgear222 • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 07:32 PM

another perfect MGTOW related post, but with the kicker of treating women the way the really feel like they
should be treated, not how they SAY they should be treated. The air of believing that women are below you by
nature and internalizing it fully does wonders for the decent or better smv man. Think of how you would treat
that 5/10 fat uggo drunk at 2am who thinks she has a chance with you. Now treat hb9's and 10's that way.
FRedington • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 09:25 PM

Still no RSS feed on http://www.trp.red.
I asked them about it some time ago. No meaningful answer.
No RSS feed means I cannot follow the site.
J_AsapGem • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 02:16 AM

This article needs to be shared publicly
J_AsapGem • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 02:25 AM

This quote pretty much sums it up, nothing surprises me anymore from them.
cover20 • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 04:15 AM
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Deep. In those times I've been very ruthless, I've adopted female tactics consciously. But I only did it for a
short time because wanton destruction isn't my thing.
EdvardMunch • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 04:49 AM

I agree with most of the post. I don't however understand why many of you insist on shaming women for giving
it up so easily when we're advancing our ability to get laid everyday.
You itch to fuck and wouldn't give a shit about her partner count or virginity for a one nighter.
We should have more dignity than to set double standards, and at a point you guys start hamstering too. "Don't
want a girl who won't fuck you first night" "don't want a girl who fucks me first night". You want a girl who's
quality for a long term yet admit they're all awalt.
Countless post repeating what they fucking do as though your still trying to convince yourself.
Curlosaur • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 06:23 AM*

deleted

What

is

this?

EdvardMunch • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 10:32 PM

I'm saying some of us have slept with a lot of women. Doesn't seem right I expect her to have slept with
2-3 people at most and shun the ones who've done what I have. It's tough, you try a lot of people and few
work out. We're all about not having double standards so I don't see why we make this one.
Meatclap • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 08:58 AM

Dear god this is so spot on!
I want to focus on the use of "special" for a moment.
Somewhere along the way, my guess is when Generation X (my generation) was little, we decided as a
collective that "special" and "unique" meant the same thing. This conflation is funny in that it is easily
distinguishable when deliberately discussed with anyone, including women and even feminists. It's like a
moment when we paused to recognize the awful, but they (these females especially) often only participate in
considering this truth when it called out on anyone that isn't them (introspectively), including their own children.
I liven in a deeply liberal area and I've brought this up to females that I knew to be both liberal and stealthfeminists (aggressive and passive-aggressive). They would talk up how they didn't believe that everyone was
special, that they were even teaching their own children that not everyone is a winner, and not everyone wins all
the time. Seems sensible, but when they would talk about this at some point in the conversation they would
inevitably go into themselves (big surprise) and start talking about how they were unusual, and unlike everyone
else they knew better; basically all the adjectives for "special" they could scrape from the bottom of their
flagging self-delusions to validate that somehow they were contrary to everyone else in how the rules applied.
It is just as you had said:
Deep down inside, they know you’re lying. They know they suck. They hate themselves. That’s why they
respond so well when you treat them the way they actually deserve.
There is a lot of insecurity, and if one is even a little observant it is very obvious, and it grows more obvious
when this inevitably turns into projection. Learning to maintain that balance can be a hassle, but if that's your
speed I wish you good luck.
I'd decided some time ago that life was too short, my integrity too meaningful, and my patience too slim to waste
my time on lying to someone just to get what I want. I deal straight, and if I don't get that in return (as much as
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they can anyway), I have far better things to do. Playing that game is just interfering with the finer things in my
life, like my career and personal health.
I'll stop before I get all preachy about it, but this was an excellent post. These games may not be for everyone,
but the truths here should shed some light on those that choose to play it.
AstralAeonSoul • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 09:59 AM

I'd just like to say that your content, u/Archwinger, never disappoints. I am still in the transformation phase (only
found TRP about a month ago), and I noticed that if I don't read a good post every few days, I slowly go back to
being my former self. So your continued output of quality submissions is really appreciated.
AdamantiteMind • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 12:18 PM

That was beta behaviour dude. Stepping up in this argument would have/ has brought you no benefits
whatsoever.
If a woman FEELS she is right, she will never be convinced by your words no matter how logic they are.
Just don´t take a woman serious in an argument, except she has gained your trust/respect or love and then only
listen with 1 ear and don´t retaliate unless there are real benefits to gain.
betas argue, alphas don´t waste their time with people that are neither willing to listen and learn and fucking
ignorant.
savoryprunes • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 06:03 PM

To a modern woman, the very notion of doing something that doesn’t benefit her, solely to make another
person happy, is ludicrous.
This is exactly why none of my long-term relationships could last.
cover20 • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 04:13 AM

Don't make them feel special very often. It's better not to lie at all, because if she thinks you are compromising
your integrity to please her, that dries up her vagina. It's a low status submissive thing to do.
My rule is very simple. Say whatever comes into my mind. Maybe pause a second to check, but either right then
or soon, say it. A compliment "you're so beautiful" or even a more specific one is rarely what pops into my head.
But sometimes it is.
Elfclan30 • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 04:36 PM

(Honest question) And how should I lie to them? Tell them they are beautiful sometimes? Tell how good they
look tonight? Pls.
Il128[ ] • 7 points • 13 April, 2016 04:53 PM

Never validate when she's asking for it. Only validate after she behaves the way you want. I.E. Great sex
baby, you're so beautiful!
Laying in bed getting ready to crash for the night. "Am I pretty?" "Go to sleep."
Archwinger[S] • 5 points • 13 April, 2016 04:39 PM

The specific way you validate a woman very strongly depends on the context and individual circumstances
you're staring at, this very moment. Your question is kind of like, "How do I have a normal conversation
with a woman?"
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I can't tell you where to interject some validation, or how much to interject, or how to go about doing it in a
non-awkward way, unless I'm the one having the conversation with the woman.
I'm not pointing this out to disparage you -- on the contrary, I think some general resources on how to have a
conversation without coming across like an awkward loser (along with a lot of practice doing so) would be
very useful to most Red Pill guys. Because a lot of Red Pill guys are fairly socially awkward, hence their
history of non-success with women.
[deleted] • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 06:19 PM

This is a tricky question to answer.
Personally, I think of it as embellishment of the truth rather than outright lying.
The saying "tell the smart ones they're pretty and the pretty ones they're smart" works stupidly well most of
the time as long as you don't overdo it.
The particulars are going to depend on your personality and frame though. I like to play games with my
plates all the time. Nothing and no one is sacred. So I weave legitimate compliments in with embellished
compliments as well as outright lies she knows is bullshit. Just to see where she draws the line and then play
with that line sometimes all it takes is a smirk or "did you buy that?" to make her question everything and
perpetuate the game. It probably sounds far more sinister than it is but I find it amusing, they find it
funny/frustrating and we both win.
Have fun with it and keep it light hearted and there isn't much you can do wrong. It's not so much what you
say but how you say it. The how you say it works best when you're having fun for your own sake and her
response is irrelevant. A certain amount of comfort comes from making jokes and creating banter without
needing her to laugh or be impressed because she knows you'd be making the jokes and creating banter with
anyone because that's the frame/atmosphere you enjoy.
This kind of thing works as a lesser form of dread in some situations also. If your frame is strong she's going
to implicitly know that you get along with everyone, make everyone laugh and are likable in any situation.
Her hamster can turn your statement of "I helped Diana with something at work today" into "Diana and I did
some awesome shit at work today that would of been boring but we're a good team, had some laughs and
now we're besties".
maxofreddit • 1 point • 14 April, 2016 03:23 AM

This
The saying "tell the smart ones they're pretty and the pretty ones they're smart" works stupidly well
most of the time as long as you don't overdo it.
Does the girl have a great rack? Complement her smile. Is her ass a magestic mound of roundness? Ask
her if she compliments on her eyes, act surprised when she says she doesn't.
This is magic, boys.
aanarchist • 1 point • 13 April, 2016 09:48 PM

make her feel special by treating her like a dog, give her the leash and collar and walk her around on all fours
buck naked. you don't need to lie just be perfectly honest and say that she's your bitch and you're gonna treat her
however you want. both of us get off and i have pics and vids of her doing questionable things so everyone wins.
just kidding, i still lose in the end cuz i was honestly in love and then she started bullshit despite being a
feminine woman, so i had to leave. after that i hung out with some old friends and got wasted, then i sat in a
corner and cried when i got home cuz deep down my blue pill white knight wants a unicorn to wuv.
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on a side note youre right, she really does want to hear lies. i fucking hate lies, give and receive. objective reality
and absolute truth is the foundation of a healthy society, and really important to me. i get all kinds of pissed
when she seems on the level and then i find that one thing that just exposes all the fuckedupness that is her
rationalization hamster.
cover20 • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 04:19 AM

I think she wants to her lies, that she knows are lies, because she knows you are doing it to please her. That
smile you see is the smile of victory over you, the smile of power and vaginal dryness.
I don't see the reason to lie. Actually I don't spend much time on "what do women want" because it's not my
problem. My job is to do what I want, with integrity.
I disagree almost completely with OP.
aanarchist • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 06:45 AM

yea that struck me too is they know it's a bunch of lies and hamsters that you're doing it for her. yes
darling i'm lying to your face because i love you and want you to be happy. on what planet does that
make sense lol. like you said, do what you want, not what she wants. when you say it that way, a lot of
red pills are no better than simps serving the feminine imperative, how many sacrificed their integrity,
their souls as men and played by the women's rules trying to get a sniff of their pussies. makes you think.
[deleted] • -4 points • 13 April, 2016 07:15 PM

I remember when people in this sub actually liked women.
MAX_Fury • 2 points • 13 April, 2016 09:43 PM

yeah secretly everyone hates them for all the deception, majority of the guys on here are in some form in
anger mode or they go on and off.
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